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Abstract
Considerable variation exists in the demographic characteristics of coral reef
fishes. Growth trajectories of size, growth and longevity of four species of the widespread coral reef family, Acanthuridae, were investigated. Growth data were obtained
from growth increments in sagittal otoliths. Three species of these were studied in the
tropical Atlantic, and one in the tropical South Pacific. The focus of the study is the
variability of the demographic parameters at both large and small spatial scales. Large
scales studies were conducted along both latitudinal and longitudinal gradients. Latitude
has a direct influence on sea temperature, and this affects the growth and demography of
teleosts. Longitudinal effects are not as well studied, and comparing the demographic
characteristics of teleosts along a longitudinal gradient is the first of this type of study.
Longitudinal comparisons of longevity and growth allow us to analyse the variability of
life history characteristics of organisms at different localities across an ocean without
having to consider the effects of sea temperature. In order to completely understand the
mechanisms behind large scale variability in demography, a small regional scale study
can aid in pinpointing possible factors that can discern these differences within a small
region. A local scale study was conducted at Bermuda with study habitats 10’s of
kilometres apart.
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Analysis of size at age data revealed that these acanthurids exhibit fast initial
growth, until age 4, after which is substantially reduced generating a characteristic
“square” growth curve. This indicates evidence that size and age of some reef fishes may
be decoupled. All species at every study site follow similar growth patterns within the
first four years of life. Acanthurids, including the species in this study, generally reach
maximum size within the first 10% of their life span, irrespective of their maximum size
and longevity. Nevertheless it must be noted that as most populations reach asymptotic
size, there are exceptions for three species (A. coeruleus, A. chirurgus and A. lineatus) at
two locations (Isla de Margarita and Marquesas). In these populations growth was
reduced at older ages, but did not reach asymptote. Upwelling events and nutrient
blooms may be responsible for these non-asymptotic growth trajectories, providing
sufficient resources to allow growth to occur more prominently.

The species in this study exhibit a wide range of sizes, although maximum sizes
and longevities were not correlated. This study found that populations of the longest
lived acanthurids do not necessarily reach the largest body sizes contradicting previous
age and body size correlation studies of acanthurids, and indeed ectotherms in general.
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In the tropical Atlantic Ocean, the demography of Acanthurus bahianus, A.
coeruleus and A. chirurgus was assessed at 12 locations on a large (56o) latitudinal scale.
Mean sea temperature (MST) negatively correlated with longevity, absolute body size,
and instantaneous growth (size-at-age at ages 1, 2.5 and 4) over a large latitudinal
gradient. Decreasing growth with increasing temperature is a trend which is opposite to
many previous demographic studies of ectotherms, and more specifically, teleosts.
Populations of all Atlantic species in this study from cooler (i.e. lower MST)
environments are longest lived, but not necessarily largest in size (i.e. Bermuda), while
populations of all species in warmer waters consistently exhibited small size and short
lifespan (i.e. Belize), indicating MST may not be the only factor driving these growth
patterns. Mass island effects can also influence growth, as populations from the isolated
oceanic islands have the longest lifespans and larger body sizes.

To assess the potential influences of other environmental and fishing impacts, a
study was conducted along a longitudinal scale at constant sea temperature.

The

demography of A. lineatus was estimated at five localities spanning 75o longitude across
the South Pacific Ocean. The variation in body size and instantaneous growth among
sites was equivocal. A negative relationship was found between longevity and longitude
from the west to east end of the Pacific Ocean, however within Oceania, the difference
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was not so great.

This is in accordance with previous studies demonstrating

exceptionally long life spans of coral reef fishes on the Great Barrier Reef.

Comparisons of the demographic patterns of A. coeruleus and A. chirurgus
between the lagoonal and outer reefs of Bermuda allowed me to assess any variability in
the life history characteristics on a small regional scale. Juveniles of A. chirurgus settled
onto the lagoonal reefs and migrated to the outer reef as adults, while both juveniles and
adults of A. coeruleus inhabited the outer reef. These differences in spatial distribution
on a local scale may give us a better indication of the environmental effects on the
general demographic patterns found at larger spatial scales.
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